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Abstract Therapeutic ultrasound is only beginning to be
applied to neurologic conditions, but the potential of this
modality for a wide spectrum of brain applications is
high. Engineering advances now allow sound waves to
be targeted through the skull to a brain region selected
with real time magnetic resonance imaging and thermog-
raphy, using a commercial array of focused emitters. High
intensities of sonic energy can create a coagulation lesion
similar to that of older radiofrequency stereotactic
methods, but without opening the skull. This has led to
the recent Food and Drug Administration approval of fo-
cused ultrasound (FUS) thalamotomy for unilateral treat-
ment of essential tremor. Clinical studies of stereotactic
FUS for aspects of Parkinson’s disease, chronic pain,
and refractory psychiatric indications are underway, with
promising results. Moderate-intensity FUS has the poten-
tial to safely open the blood–brain barrier for localized
delivery of therapeutics, while low levels of sonic energy
can be used as a form of neuromodulation.
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Introduction

The use of diagnostic ultrasound is a well-established
method; however, there is only growing awareness of ul-
trasound as a potential therapeutic modality for neurologic
disease. With the recent first Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approval (July 2016) of this novel treatment for a neu-
rologic condition [essential tremor (ET)], both preclinical and
clinical research are expanding rapidly for several neurologic
indications. Much of this progress is a result of improving
technology to provide controlled levels of ultrasonic energy
that is focused to a brain target through the skull and guided by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The goals of therapeutic
ultrasound of the brain can be broadly related to the level of
ultrasound energy provided (Table 1). High-intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) is sufficient to create a coagulation lesion
in the brain with the goal of developing a substantially less
invasive way to create stereotactic brain lesions. Moderate
levels of focused ultrasound (FUS) energy can be employed
to safely open the blood–brain barrier (BBB) for localized
delivery of therapeutics. Relatively low levels of FUS can
affect neural tissue and be used as a form of neuromodulation
for both stimulation and suppression of neuronal activity.

A Brief History of FUS

The potential of focused ultrasound (FUS) as a viable treat-
ment modality was first shown as early as the 1940s, pre-
dating the use of ultrasound for imaging. In a number of ex-
perimental studies, these exposures were found to create lo-
calized bio-effects in the brain of preclinical models, identified
by well-characterized modifications in behavior [13]. Not un-
til recently, however, with the advent of state-of-the-art image-
guided FUS devices, have clinicians begun to truly realize the
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potential of this minimally invasive technology as a viable,
faster, and safer alternative for the treatment of many diseases
and disorders. Applications of image-guided FUS are diverse
and depend on the manner in which the exposures are provid-
ed [14].

Interest and development in FUS technology, in general,
and its clinical implementation continue to grow, where pres-
ently hundreds of research centers and universities worldwide
are working to develop new applications, and improve
existing ones. Clinically approved applications include low-
intensity, nonfocused exposures for healing in physical thera-
py [15], and higher-intensity FUS for noninvasively ablating a
variety of benign and malignant tumors [16]. The latter in-
cludes the treatment of uterine fibroids [17], breast cancer
[18], and bone metastasis [19]. FUS is FDA approved for
uterine fibroids, bone metastases, prostate cancer, and benign
prostatic hyperplasia. FUS is approved for breast cancer out-
side of the USA and is currently in clinical trials in the USA.
Thermal ablation of prostate tumors was the original oncolog-
ical application of FUS treatment. A recent 10-year follow-up
analysis showed FUS to be safe and effective as a whole-gland
primary treatment for localized prostate tumors [20]. The ad-
vantages of FUS include the ability for repeated treatments
with no cumulative effect, where mechanically registered im-
aging modalities can be used for both treatment planning and
monitoring [21]. The capacity of current devices to now create
a targeted thermal lesion within brain through the intact skull
has resulted in the first FDA approval of this technology for a
neurologic indication—refractory unilateral essential tremor
[22].

FUS: Principles of Operation

Similar to light waves, ultrasound waves can be focused using
either single element concave transducers or electronically
controlled phased arrays, comprised of large numbers of much
smaller piezoelectric transducers. By doing so, their energy

can be concentrated up to 3 orders or magnitude in to a small
ellipsoid volume (~2 × 7 mm) at the focus, resulting in a high-
intensity field. As a result, energy levels typically used in
physical therapy with nonfocused transducers are capable of
raising the temperature of the tissues within seconds to 60 °C
or greater, when focused, to induce denaturation of cell pro-
teins and, ultimately, coagulative necrosis. However, in the
intervening tissues the width of the beam is much broader,
and so corresponding intensities are lower. As a result, energy
absorption is also lower and the deleterious effects of the ex-
posures (i.e., thermal damage) do not occur [16, 23, 24].

State-of-the-art MRI-guided FUS (MRgFUS) is the current
standard for image-guided FUS treatments, especially for non-
invasive treatments in the brain. In early explorations on the
use of FUS for clinical applications, craniectomies were nec-
essary, owing to the presence of the skull, which generated
beam distortion and energy absorption. The first hemispheric
transducer arrays were developed in the 1990s to work with
MRI scanners. Additionally, software was integrated into the
devices for correcting phase aberrations that were generated
by variable skull thickness, using preobtained computed to-
mography scans. These developments revolutionized the pro-
cedures, allowing for the transmission of multiple ultrasound
beams across the irregular thickness of the skull to a single
focus [25]. The use of MRI enables higher-resolution soft-
tissue imaging for more accurate treatment planning.
Noninvasive MR thermometry also allows for quasi-real-
time temperature monitoring, important for validating that
the region of treatment has received the designated thermal
dose, in addition to ensuring that regions outside of the treat-
ment zone have not been adversely affected [26].

Principles of Stereotactic Surgery for Movement
Disorders

HIFU is the latest modality for stereotactic brain lesioning,
which has been employed to treat movement disorders

Table 1 Summary of focused ultrasound (FUS) applications in the brain and underlying mechanisms

FUS exposure Effect Mechanism Application

High intensity (CW) Thermal; irreversible tissue
destruction

Coagulative necrosis Thalamotomy for ET [1], PD [2],
and neuropathic pain [3]

Medium intensity (PW) Mechanical; transient opening
of the BBB

Activation/stable oscillation of UCA → shear
stress and direct interactions

Enhanced delivery of antitumor
agents [4, 5], gene therapy,
cells [6–8]

Low intensity (PW) Mechanical; neuromodulation
(stimulation and suppression)

Thought to be related to mechanical perturbation
of voltage-dependent ion channels or changes
in bilayer impedance

Activation of motor response
[9, 10], suppression of VEP
[11] and acute epileptic
activity [12]

CW = continuous wave; ET = essential tremor; PD = Parkinson’s disease; PW = pulsed wave; BBB = blood–brain barrier; UCA = ultrasound contrast
agents; VEP = ??
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explored for decades. Although clearly effective, lesioning for
movement disorders has been largely replaced by deep brain
stimulation (DBS), which does not create an intentional brain
injury. In contrast, suppression of motor abnormalities such as
tremor is accomplished with DBS through continuous high-
frequency stimulation [27]. Creation of bilateral brain lesions
has been associated with increased risk of neurological defi-
cits. In particular, bilateral thalamotomy for tremor related to
Parkinson’s disease (PD) was strongly associated with dysar-
thria in early studies [28]. The adjustability of DBS is an
advantage over lesional surgery, as side effects of bilateral
stimulation can usually be mitigated by lowering the intensity
of stimulation [29].

ET and especially PD are also progressive conditions
where motor symptoms worsen over time. In patients treat-
ed with DBS, the parameters of stimulation are adjusted to
compensate for worsening symptoms. Disease progression
may eventually result in worsening symptoms in DBS pa-
tients in spite of reprogramming [30]. Although successful
open lesional repeat surgery has been performed, no pa-
tients have received repeat FUS brain lesioning at this
point [31].

DBS is not without surgical complications such as in-
tracerebral hemorrhage (0.5–2.0%) and infection (1–3%),
as well as DBS-specific issues such as lead migration and
fracture (1–3%) and device malfunction (1–3%) [32–34].
DBS also requires the additional surgical implantation and
periodic replacement of the programmable pulse generator.

Radiosurgery has also been applied to relieve symptoms
of both ET and PD, with the best results seen in lesioning
for ET [35–37]. Like FUS, radiosurgery also utilizes MRI-
guided stereotactic methods to localize the brain target and
focus an array of emitters that has been extensively used to
treat brain tumors (Gamma Knife) [38]. An obstacle to
widespread acceptance of this method for functional neu-
rosurgery is the delayed effects of ionizing radiation.
Although the rate of off-target effects for radiosurgery is
relatively low, they can occur with a delay of days to
months [39]. The accuracy and safety of radiosurgery in
experienced hands is illustrated by a recent study where
thalamic lesions were created bilaterally to treat patients
with ET with both bilateral appendicular and axial tremor.
The incidence of dysarthria, although delayed, was far
lower than older lesional surgery and similar to that of
DBS [40].

It is in this therapeutic environment that HIFU has been
developed as a treatment of movement disorders. The goal
of all of these procedures is maximal relief of motor symp-
toms (tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, dystonia) without in-
trusion of symptoms associated with damage or stimula-
tion of adjacent (off-target) brain regions such as dysar-
thria, paresthesia, weakness, ataxia, diplopia, or visual
field defects.

MR-Guided HIFU for Movement Disorders

Similar to DBS, HIFU-treated patients begin their day with
shaving of the head, followed by placement of a stereotactic
frame using local anesthetic at the pin sites, where bruising
and bleeding of the scalp can occur. They then spend approx-
imately 1 h in the MRI scanner during the alignment process
of the ultrasound array with the MRI. As with DBS, patients
remain off medication for their movement disorder on the
treatment day, to maximize motor symptoms as a target for
treatment endpoint. Along with the stereotactic frame the head
is covered with a silicone rubber bag filled with chilled
degassed circulating water. This improves coupling of the ul-
trasound array to the head, and is important to reduce sonica-
tion related heating of the skull and scalp, the major technical
limitation for current devices. Stereotactic surgery, including
DBS placement, usually utilizes microelectrode recording to
validate target location by the regional firing patterns of neu-
ronal units. The minimally invasive strategy of MRgHIFU
does not allow for physiologic recording, but both neurons
and myelinated axons can be activated by nonlethal ultra-
sound energy with responses similar to electrical stimulation
[41].

ETwas the first neurologic disorder evaluated for treatment
with current HIFU devices for several reasons. 1) The ana-
tomical target [ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM) of the thal-
amus] is centrally located within the brain, minimizing the
distortional effects of the skull on focusing ultrasound energy.
2) The VIM is a well-established target for both lesioning and
DBS for reduction of tremor in medically refractory patients
with either ETor PD. 3) Treatment of the VIM in ET not only
results in tremor reduction, but can also substantially reduce
disability in selected patients with only unilateral treatment,
such as those with severe tremor in the dominant hand.

This approach has been validated by several published clin-
ical studies that have shown significant improvement after
treatment using standardized scales rating both tremor ampli-
tude and tremor-related disability.

In an initial study, Lipsman et al. [42] treated 4 patients
with medication-resistant ET, resulting in > 80% reduction
on tremor scores for at least 3 months with associated func-
tional improvement. As expected from earlier surgical studies,
the only adverse neurologic effect was paresthesia on the treat-
ed hand, which persisted in 1 patient [42]. The University of
Virginia group treated 15 patients with ET with similar char-
acteristics and sonication parameters [1]. Treatment resulted in
> 60% reduction in hand tremor versus baseline, with associ-
ated improvement in tremor-related disabilities in activities
such as writing, drinking, and eating, which was persistent
for at least 1 year. Adverse effects related to HIFU treatment
included head pain, light-headedness, nausea, and a sensation
of movement [43]. Thalamotomy-related adverse events in-
cluded sensory changes seen in the majority of patients, but
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persisted in only 3 patients. Transient unsteadiness, weakness,
and dysarthria were also observed. MRI-related abnormalities
were observed within 24 h of sonication at the target location
predicted by the real-time magnetic resonance thermography.
Treated patients also showed alterations in thalamic connec-
tivity on MRI diffusion tensor imaging sequences [44]. These
observations have been validated in a recent larger multicen-
ter, double-blind, sham-controlled pivotal study [22].
Although thalamotomy-related adverse effects with FUS have
been common, none of the published studies has rated their
severity in detail. In the pivotal study of the 56 treated patients,
21 (38%) noted numbness or paresthesia, of which 8 (14%)
persisted at 12 months. Only one patient was described with a
dense hypoesthesia of the dominant thumb and middle finger,
categorized as a serious adverse event. Of the 20 patients with
ET that our center has treated at this point (both double-blind
and open-label) only one described the sensory changes as
bothersome—Ba sense of a burnt tongue^, but there was no
associated change in function, and that patient, on a global
self-rating scale, was noted as much improved after treatment.
Similar comments apply to thalamotomy-related weakness in
the pivotal study where a single patient with persistent weak-
ness was not considered to have a serious adverse event. In the
earlier study by the University of Virginia group discussed
above, 1 patient had subjective hand weakness but showed
unchanged grip strength with dynamometry.

MRgHIFU has also been targeted to relevant white matter
tracts that have rarely been approached by open movement
disorder surgical methods. The cerebellothalamic tract was
the target in a group of 21 consecutive patients with severe
refractory ET, with comparable improvement in tremor sever-
ity and disability to studies targeting the VIM. Adverse events
of treatment were relatively mild and nonserious. Notably, this
study included the first 3 patients to receive bilateral (staged)
MRgHIFU brain lesions for a movement disorder [45]. A
desire to reduce complications associated with thalamic dam-
age was the rationale for targeting the cerebellothalamic tract
with HIFU. Bilateral surgical lesioning for movement disor-
ders has rarely been performed after early experiences in the
1960s, where unexpected severe dysarthria or imbalance was
frequently observed. The observation that the patients treated
with HIFU had a relatively low level of worsening of pre-
existing gait instability (4/21 transient, 1/21 permanent) and
were also without dysarthria is consistent with results of the
study of bilateral thalamotomy using radiosurgery for ET [40].

These MRgHIFU studies have utilized a device with >
1000 sonic energy-emitting elements (Exblate, Insightec;
Fig. 1). Attempts to treat patients with the current device
(650 kHz frequency of sonic energy), designed for a high level
of accuracy of target sonication, sometimes fail to attain suf-
ficient thermal doses at the target for lesioning. This is usually
due to skull characteristics that can raise sonic energy attenu-
ation, which ultimately limits energy deposition at the target

[46, 47]. In the pivotal trial for ET, patients underwent a
screening noncontrast head computed tomography, from
which the skull density index (the ratio of density of cortical
to cancellous bone) was calculated. Only patients with a skull
density index of > 0.45 were treated.

As with previous surgical studies, VIM has also been
targeted with HIFU for relief of tremor associated with PD.
An initial study of 7 patients with severe refractory tremor
associated with PD demonstrated immediate abolition of con-
tralateral arm tremor that persisted for at least 3 months, with
mild neurologic deficits that did not persist [48]. MRgHIFU
thalamotomy gave reduction of PD tremor in a blinded sham
controlled study, recently reported in abstract form. However,
tremor reduction was not statistically significant in this small
group of patients [49]. There has been a small experience with
tremor from other conditions. Two patients have been reported
with tremor associated with the fragile X ataxia syndrome
with substantial reduction of tremor after FUS-mediated
thalamotomy [50, 51].

Targets other than the thalamus have been treated with
HIFU for relief of other signs and symptoms of PD.
Unilateral lesions were created with HIFU in 13 patients with
PD targeting the fiber tracts exiting the pallidum on route to
thalamus (pallidothalamic tract), including the fasiculus
lenticularis and ansa lenticularis [2]. Although the initial pa-
tients treated had rapid return of PD symptoms associatedwith
insufficient increases in target temperature, increasing the ul-
trasound energy resulted in a 60% reduction in Unified
Parkinson’s disease rating scale scores in 9 subsequent pa-
tients. This group of patients was heterogeneous with regard
to aspects of PD (tremor, bradykinesia, dyskinesias) that dom-
inated their clinical picture. Improvement persisted during the
3-month follow-up. As in the vast majority of MRgHIFU
studies, postprocedure MRI showed a lesion at the site that
received adequate thermal energy (Fig. 2, from Magara et al.
[2]). These MRI changes diminish after time, but reversal of
lesions visible with MRI does not correlate well with the du-
ration of clinical effect.

The globus pallidus interna (GPi) is another well-
established target for both surgical lesioning and DBS of PD
[52, 53]. Lesional surgery to the GPi not only has been shown
to improve cardinal signs of PD such as tremor, bradykinesia
and rigidity, but is also particularly effective in reducing the
abnormal movements that develop after years of treatment
with L-dopa [L-dopa-induced dyskinesias (LIDs)] [54].
Complications of lesions of the GPi have included
hemiparesis and visual field deficits due the proximity of the
internal capsule and optic tract [55]. Patients with PD have
also begun to be treated with HIFU targeted to the GPi. The
first reported case, a patient with PD and intrusive dyskinesias,
was successfully treated with an MRgHIFU unilateral palli-
dotomy. This patient experienced a 76% reduction in the se-
verity of motor signs in the Boff^medication state, as well as a
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53% reduction in dyskinesia ratings even 6 months after the
procedure. As with surgical pallidotomy some improvement
was even seen ipsilateral to the treated hemisphere, without
any off-target neurologic adverse effects [56]. Our center is
currently part of a safety and feasibility study of MRgHIFU
pallidotomy with plans for a multicenter phase II study.
Treated patients have highly asymmetric motor signs and are
L-dopa responsive but have significant disability from LIDs.

Although the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is the most com-
mon target for DBS treatment of PD, it was rarely targeted for
stereotactic surgery in the past. The reluctance is based on
lesion studies in primates and experience in patients after
stroke, where destruction of the STN results in dramatic in-
voluntary movements such as hemiballismus [57]. A large
study in which stereotactic surgical lesions were created in

the STN resulted in improvement in PD motor symptoms
but a significant incidence of hemiballismus [58]. Whether a
more controlled approach using MRgHIFU could allow for
safe and effective lesioning of the STN remains to be
determined.

The majority of patients with PD who are currently treated
with DBS undergo bilateral procedures. Although unilateral
pallidotomy results in both unilateral and contralateral reduc-
tion of LIDS, increased benefit has been reported with bilat-
eral pallidal lesions in bilateral motor symptoms, including
gait [59, 60]. Bilateral GPi lesions have also been associated
with worsening of dysarthria and drooling in patients with PD,
although the degree of increased risk over unilateral lesions
appears small in more contemporary studies [61, 62]. As with
bilateral thalamotomy, further evaluation of both safety and

Fig. 2 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of focused ultrasound-
induced lesions. A comparison of the different MRI scans available to
visualize thermally induced lesions in the pallidothalamic tract in 2 dif-
ferent patients undergoing MRI-guided focused ultrasound-mediated
pallidothalamic tractotomy, and at 2 different times post-treatment. At

3 months post-treatment, a lesion can still be seen only in patient 5 (ar-
row). T2-w = T2-weighted; T1-w = T1-weighted; SWAN = T2 star
weighted angiography; DTI = diffusion tensor imaging. (Reprinted with
permission from Magara et al [2])

Fig. 1 Transcranial magnetic resonance image-guided focused
ultrasound. (A) A schematic representation of a patient to be treated with
a transcranial magnetic resonance image-guided focused ultrasound sys-
tem. The upright patient in the background has already been fitted with a
stereotactic frame. The patient’s shaved headed is coupled to the phase-
array transducer (B), which possess 1024 ultrasound elements for elec-
tronic steering of the ultrasound beam. Coupling of the head to the trans-
ducer occurs through an acoustically transparent, flexible bladder fitted
over the patient’s head. Chilled, degassed water is circulated between the

bladder and the face of the transducer array to maximize coupling and
reduce heating effects. (C) A schematic 2-dimensional representation of
the multiple ultrasound beams focused, noninvasively, through the skull
(bright green) to a single target. The image of the skull is obtained from a
prior computed tomography scan that is mechanically registered to the
magnetic resonance image. Information from the skull is utilized by the
planning software to correct for aberrations to the beam paths, and accu-
rately position the focus at the desired target. Images obtained and
adapted with permission from Insightec Ltd, Israel
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efficacy of MRgHIFU bilateral pallidotomy will be needed
before the potential of this strategy for the majority of PD
surgical candidates is known.

Although MRgHIFU can cause lesion-related neurologic
deficits, unlike open stereotactic surgical approaches to mod-
ify brain function (including DBS), intracerebral hemorrhage
or infection have not been reported in any of the studies
discussed above. At this point > 400 patients have been treated
with MRgHIFU-based functional brain ablation without these
serious complications (Insightec, personal communication).

Movement disorders have not been the only brain condi-
tions attempted to be treated with HIFU. From a theoretical
viewpoint, any condition amenable to stereotactic brain
lesioning or DBS could be approached with MRgHIFU.
Chronic neuropathic pain has been successfully treated in
the past with open stereotactic radiofrequency ablation of the
central thalamus [63]. Similar improvement has been reported
with MRgHIFU central lateral thalamotomy (12 patients), in-
cluding in patients with bilateral procedures [3]. Refractory
obsessive compulsive disorder has been a target condition
for both stereotactic lesioning and DBS [64]. A pilot study
has shown clinical improvement with bilateral MRgHIFU-
created lesions in the anterior limb of the internal capsule in
this patient group [65]. A preclinical study has demonstrated
the feasibility of performing FUS-mediated ventriculostomy,
with implications for the development of a less invasive meth-
od for the treatment of obstructive hydrocephalus [66].

FUS-Enhanced Delivery: Opening the BBB

Whereas FUS exposures for ablation are carried out in contin-
uous mode for tissue destruction, FUS exposures in pulsed
mode (pFUS) are nondestructive, owing to their lower tempo-
ral averaged intensities [67, 68]. pFUS exposures also allow
for cooling to occur between pulses, further reducing temper-
ature increases [69]. Employing pFUS exposures using 5%
duty cycles, for example, where 50-ms pulses are provided
once a second, have been shown to generate temperature ele-
vations of only 4 °C to 5 °C [70, 71] . Instead of heat gener-
ation, these exposures are capable of creating a number of
mechanical effects, most notably for nondestructively increas-
ing vascular permeability to improve the delivery of therapeu-
tic agents. This has been demonstrated in a variety of solid
tumor models [72–74], as well as in acute and chronic clot
models [75, 76]. However, the majority of pFUS studies have
involved increasing the permeability of the BBB to enhance or
enable the delivery of agents to the brain.

The specialized endothelia of the brain have continuous
tight junctions that form the BBB, limiting the movement of
many types of therapeutics from the bloodstream into brain.
Strategies that have been developed to open or bypass the
BBB include hyperosmotic solutions of mannitol and carrier

molecules that are transported across brain endothelia
[77–79]. Studies by Hynynen, McDannold, and colleagues
[80–83] initially demonstrated that FUS applied during the
circulation of microbubble suspensions (FDA-approved
ultrasound contrast agents) can create an MRI-targeted region
of transient and safe disruption of the BBB. This allows large
therapeutics to enter the brain from the systemic circulation,
including: antibodies, growth factors, nanoparticles, nucleic
acids, viral vectors, and cells [84–93]. The lower-intensity
pulsed FUS exposures activate the microbubbles into a state
of stable oscillations (i.e., noninertial cavitation), causing tran-
sient separation of endothelial tight junctions—the basis for
the BBB [82, 93]. The procedure can create transient (hours)
opening of the BBB, sufficient to allow extravasation of large
therapeutics without pathology or entry of blood components
[94–96].

The first direct application of this strategy to neurologic
disease is in brain tumor therapy. In preclinical models of
brain metastatic breast cancer, FUS-mediated BBB opening
substantially improved the efficacy of the antihuman epider-
mal growth factor 2 monoclonal antibody trastuzumab [97].
This therapy, although effective for human epidermal growth
factor 2-positive breast cancer, is ineffective for brain metas-
tasis because its molecule size prohibits its passage through
the BBB. Clinical trials of FUS opening to enhance chemo-
therapy (doxorubicin) of brain tumors are currently enrolling,
with the first patient safely undergoing FUS-mediated BBB
opening in November 2015. The method can even allow very
large therapeutics, such as antitumor immune cells, to enter a
brain tumor [6, 8]. Although the BBB is relatively disrupted in
many brain tumors,MRgFUS can target tumor extensions into
surrounding, invasive rim that do not enhance with MRI con-
trast agents such as gadolinium, with the goal of improving
chemotherapy to these refractory areas [98]. This approach to
FUS therapy of brain tumors may have less potential risk than
a direct thermal tumor ablation. The initial experience with
HIFU ablation of malignant glioma resulted in hemorrhagic
complications [99].

Preclinical studies have used MRgFUS to improve the de-
livery of growth factors and their genes in the treatment of PD.
The delivery of glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF)
and the related factor neurturin from the blood was improved
in rodents with the use of this procedure [100, 101]. Gene
therapy with GDNF has been successful in restoring dopa-
mine metabolism and reversing motor abnormalities in a
toxin-induced rat model of PD [102]. In this study, a plasmid
expressing GDNF was preloaded into the microbubbles to
enhance its concentration in the region of FUS-mediated
BBB opening. Viral vectors carrying potentially beneficial
genes can also be delivered to brain from an intravenous in-
jection after FUS-mediated opening of the BBB [87, 103].
After more than a decade of experience in animals that in-
cludes nonhuman primates, this method is accumulating
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substantial data supporting its safety, including the use of re-
peated treatments, an approach essential to the continued treat-
ment of chronic progressive neurologic disease [104, 105].
Development of gene therapy for PD has been hampered by
the difficulty translating promising preclinical results in ani-
mal models to successful clinical trials [106–109]. Improving
the delivery and distribution of the gene vector with FUS may
be one useful approach to help bring this complex multifacto-
rial form of brain therapy to clinical practice.

Treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is also a potential
goal with FUS-mediated opening of the BBB. Studies in
mouse models of AD have demonstrated both reduction in
brain amyloid burden and behavioral improvement using this
strategy, coupled with either injected or endogenous
antiamyloid antibodies [110–112]. These positive results oc-
curred without evidence of brain hemorrhage, a clear concern
when considering the coexistence and amyloid angiopathy in
AD. The development of clinical amyloid-based nuclear med-
icine scans make a planned pilot study in humans feasible,
with the aim of determining if FUS can reduce the amyloid
burden in a local brain region. One of the animal studies dem-
onstrated how moving the target of sonication through the
brain (scanning FUS) could be a potential useful strategy for
treatment of a large brain volume [113].

Using FUS to open the BBB has even been applied to
therapeutics as large as cells in experimental animals. Stem
cells have been found in brain regions, where FUS-mediated
BBB opening was followed by intracarotid injection, while
lymphocytes will enter treated brain regions even after intra-
venous injections [6, 7]. Stem cell therapy could also be ad-
vanced through another novel use of FUS, reported to stimu-
late endogenous brain stem cell proliferation [114].

Delivery of large therapeutics across the BBB has always
been limited by the inefficiency of the transfer where accumu-
lation of 1% to 2% in the brain of the total injected into the
blood is a true accomplishment [79]. Within safe parameters,
BBB openingmay last only a few hours, and the amount of the
therapeutic entering brain is usually much less. Studies of
molecular or cellular therapies usually find that < 0.1% of
the injected agent can be detected in the sonicated region of
brain after MRgFUS-mediated opening of the BBB [7, 97].
Our group has attempted to address this issue by combining an
FUS-based method with a complimentary strategy known as
magnetic targeting or attraction. This method is based on
attracting super paramagnetic iron oxide containing nanopar-
ticles (SPION) to an applied magnetic field [115]. Molecular
therapeutics such as beneficial genes can be coupled to the
particles or, in the case of our own work, stem cells can be
loaded with SPIONs that they engulf in culture [116, 117]. Our
preliminary work indicates that stem cells loadedwith SPIONs
have a much greater likelihood of entering the brain from the
blood after FUS-mediated opening of the BBB is combined
with the application of a powerful external magnet [118].

Delivery of molecular and cellular therapeutics through
opening of the BBB has the potential to be both safer and
more effective than the current method in both humans and
experimental animals of intracerebral needle injection. A ma-
jor limitation of this approach in the case of cell-based therapy
for PD is the poor migration of stem cells from the injection
site into the large and unfavorable environment of the adult
human brain [119–122]. Although inefficient, opening the
BBB allows the cells to be widely distributed throughout the
target region using the brains natural route of delivery—the
microvasculature.

FUS is also being investigated to further improve convection-
enhanced delivery using intracerebral injection, which is the cur-
rent standard for delivery of protein and gene therapy to the
brain. Applying energy to brain tissue with FUS improves
the spread of injectates, including nanoparticles, after
convection-enhanced delivery [123, 124].We recently
demonstrated that pulsed ultrasound exposures can safely
enlarge both the extracellular and perivascular spaces in
ex vivo brain tissue. Generating these effects was subse-
quently shown to significantly enhance the diffusion of
densely PEGylated nanoparticles as large as 500 nm when
injected directly into the cortex following the exposures
[125]. Similar mechanisms may be involved in the en-
hancement of transnasal delivery of proteins after sonica-
tion of brain [126].

The combination of circulating microbubbles and FUS has
also been recently explored as an alternative method of brain
lesioning to HIFU-mediated thermal ablation. Unlike FUS-
mediated opening of the BBB, the goal is to use higher levels
of sonic energy to destroy the microvasculature creating a
cystic lesion [127]. This method may be particularly applica-
ble to the ablation of epileptic foci, where the proximity of
target cortical regions to the skull makes thermal ablation with
HIFU problematic [128].

FUS-Mediated Neuromodulation

Excitation or inhibition of neural activity, termedneuromodulation,
has been studied with pFUS exposures at intensities that
are substantially (i.e., orders of magnitude) lower than
even those used for drug delivery applications. In a mouse
model of somatomotor response, for example, transcranial
pFUS exposures were shown to elicit responses in the fore-
limb, measured by electromyography. By varying the in-
tensity and the pulse width of the exposures, the effects of
these changes were characterized for the duration and
strength of the contractions, as well as their latency
[129]. A follow-up study by the same group then showed
that exposures in the rostral and caudal regions of the mo-
tor cortex could selectively stimulate motor activity in the
neck and tail regions, respectively [9].
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In addition to activation, neuromodulation studies have al-
so demonstrated how pFUS exposures can suppress neuronal
activity. In a chemically induced epilepsy model in rats, pFUS
exposures in the thalamus were shown to significantly sup-
press acute epileptic electroencephalogram activity [12].
Another study in rabbits found that pFUS exposures can also
significantly suppress visual activity induced by light stimu-
lation. This was measured in visually evoked potentials by the
p30 component, where suppression was observed for almost
10 min postexposure [11]. In one study the neuromodulatory
effects of low-intensity pFUS provided evidence for the po-
tential for treating disorders of consciousness. Exposures, car-
ried out in the thalamus of rats, anesthetized with an intraper-
itoneal injection of ketamine and xylazine, reduced the time
for emergence of voluntary movement, as well as the time to
demonstrate a pinch response [130].

The studies described here are representative of a host of
others showing anatomical specificity of pFUS-induced
neuromodulation. In one study, for example, pFUS exposures
were carried out in the motor cortex of rats, immediately fol-
lowing the administration of 2-deoxy-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose
(FDG). Normally employed to image enhanced glucose me-
tabolism by positron emission tomography, increased FDG
signals were observed in the targeted region, attesting to the
location of stimulation. In another study, the accuracy of
targeting MRgFUS exposures in the motor cortex of rabbit
brains was similarly verified using functional MRI [41]. The
mechanism by which ultrasound can induce neurostimulation
has yet to be determined. Preliminary investigations to date
have pointed to triggering of voltage-dependent somatic and
presynaptic Ca+ transients in neurons, where stimulated re-
gions correspond to higher densities of c-fos+ cells [131].
However, there is a general consensus that pFUS-induced
neuromodulation occurs through nonthermal mechanisms of
ultrasound due to the marginal and biological inconsequential
temperature elevations associated with pFUS [11, 129]. To
date, the most plausible mechanism proposed has been
intramembrane cavitation within the bilayer membrane
[132], where selective cell-type mechanisms may exist that,
for example, can boost charge accumulation in affected T-type
calcium channels in low threshold spiking interneurons [133].
Depending on the appl ica t ion, pFUS effects on
neuromodulation can endure for up to hours or even days, in
the absence of producing any damaging effects to the exposed
tissue [11, 12].

Regarding the use of pFUS for neuromodulatory applica-
tions, comparably much simpler devices have been proposed
and evaluated. Indeed, a number of studies have demonstrated
how single-element FUS transducers, positioned directly on
the scalp, can been used for effective transcranial
neuromodulation in humans [134, 135]. However, such a de-
vice would require some type of guidance, presumably similar
to the manner for transcranial magnetic stimulation.

Over the last decade the number of publications of animal
and human studies utilizing some form of therapeutic ultra-
sound has expanded exponentially. This progress is a reflec-
tion of a growing understanding of this new technology
among a community of investigators that include medical
physicists, biomedical engineers, neuroradiologists, neuro-
physiologists, neurosurgeons, psychiatrists, and neurologists.
The need for translating new technologies and concepts into
clinical therapies, and the growing appreciation of a Bteam-
science^ approach, will bring the application of therapeutic
ultrasound to neurological disease into focus.

Required Author Forms Disclosure forms provided by the authors are
available with the online version of this article.
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